Abstract. An improvement of the Active Shape procedure identifying new examples of previously learned shapes using the point distribution model is presented. The novel segmentation and interpretation approach incorporates a priori knowledge about the objects of interest and their speci c structural relationships to provide robust segmentation and labeling. The method was utilized to successfully identify 10 neuroanatomic structures in 19 individual MR images and 2 car classes (left-right and rightleft oriented) in 400 perspective images of street scenes.
Introduction
There have been numerous attempts to build models describing shape and appearance of non-rigid objects, and employ them for automated object identication in the analyzed images 1{5]. Among them, the Point Distribution Model (PDM) representing the variation of a set of shapes around the average that was designed by Cootes and Taylor has many favorable shape representation properties 6, 7] .
We report an improvement of the Active Shape procedure 7] designed to nd new examples of previously learned shapes using the point distribution model. This approach is particularly useful if variations in shape and appearance are di cult to model as is often the case with non-rigid objects or when point-ofview perspective is involved. The method presented below is generally applicable to virtually any task involving deformable shape analysis.
Knowledge-Based Point Distribution Model
In order to take advantage of the available a priori knowledge, three additional features were included in the model: Gray-level appearance, border strength, and average position. In the implementation described below, we also used the implicit knowledge about object context representing inter-relationships of several objects.
Gray-level appearance is calculated in neighborhoods around each of the shape model points. It is determined for every shape model point j of each training image along a pro le g j of a constant length, centered at the point j.
Since the pro les vary with gray level scaling, derivatives of the gray levels along each pro le are determined and normalized.
Border strength is determined for each border segment of the model. Every two consecutive model points that lie on the object boundary de ne a border segment. To compute its strength, a local ltering is applied to each clique on that border segment. The lter is based on a pair of close parallel pro les.
Average position of each shape model point that is calculated in the image coordinates is also incorporated in the model.
Our knowledge-based shape model combines generally applicable parameters of the point distribution model and the knowledge-speci c parameters appropriate for the image segmentation task in question. As such, the complete model is composed of:
1. The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix describing the Allowable Shape Domain 6,7]. 2. The average gray level appearance values for each point of the model. 3. The average border strength for corresponding border segments and the parameters of the mask (width, length) for which the strength was computed. 4. The average position of the points of the average shape. 5. Connectivity information (the number of shapes, point ordering along contours).
Searching for Objects: Model Fitting
The searching procedure developed for our PDM approach to image segmentation and interpretation is based on a model tting strategy that substantially di ers from the Active Shape Procedure of Cootes and Taylor. The di erence is twofold. First, our search is entirely model driven meaning that segmentation hypotheses are not in uenced by possibly misleading image data and do not use any preprocessing. At each step of the tting process, several model location hypotheses are considered and evaluated. Second, an outlier detection and replacement procedure has been developed to detect misplaced points and infer their new positions. The outlier detection improves robustness and accuracy of the shape model tting process. The searching procedure consists of the following steps: 1) Model tting using linear transforms, 2) model tting using piecewise linear transforms, 3) outlier removal, 4) nal point adjustment, 5) nal outlier removal.
Model Fitting Function As a result of the hypotheses generation processes, shape model locations are sequentially hypothesized. In order to evaluate the model location hypotheses, a tness function is needed to assess the agreement between the image data and the particular model instance. We have designed a tness function F = F B =(F GA ) 2 that consists of two components: 1. Fitness of the gray level appearance F GA is determined as the average squared Euclidean distance between the actual gray level appearance and the mean gray level pro le incorporated in the shape model. 2. Fitness of the border F B is calculated as the ratio between the aggregate response of all four point cliques along the contour and the maximum possible response (twice the number of cliques).
Model tting using linear transforms Shape instance hypotheses specify the locations of all model points within the analyzed image. The hypotheses are generated using a ne transformations and are applied to the model average position. The parameters of the linear transforms that contribute to the hypotheses generation are application dependent and re ect the a priori knowledge one has about the scale and pose of the objects of interest. For the two applications reported here the parameters were: scaling in the range 0.9, . Each hypothesis represents a rigid transform of the average shape, and all generated hypotheses are sequentially evaluated using the model tting function and the best t is determined. If the prior knowledge includes the fact that the objects of interest are always present in the images processed (as is the case of the brain images) no thresholding is subsequently done, otherwise the best t value is thresholded and no object reported if its value is low.
Model tting using piecewise linear transforms Since non-rigid objects or object with inter-subject variability are discussed here, rigid linear transforms do not account for any potential deformations of the expected shape. Therefore, linear transforms (translation, rotation, and scaling) with a small range of parameters are applied to subsets of consecutive model points. Each model point is taken in turn as the center of such a subset. After the best position of the subset is obtained, a thresholding of the tting value is performed and the center point of the set is considered to be occluded and discarded if the value is low. Otherwise, only the position of the center point is kept and the remaining points are discarded. The number of consecutive points that are considered for this transform is application dependent and is a function of local border strength and length. To preserve robustness, the center point is not moved if the two border segments adjacent to it are very weak.
Outlier removal: A new approach Under unfavorable circumstances, the previous step may introduce incorrectly determined vertices { outliers. This may happen if a subshape tted by the previous step exhibits weak edges or if there exists another border of similar properties in the neighborhood. In the existing literature dealing with point distribution models, no outlier detection has been introduced. Typically, when using PDM's, shapes that do not correspond to the allowed shape at any stage of the detection process are rejected (Fig. 1) (1) since most of the population lies within three standard deviations of the mean. This approach can introduce two kinds of errors: 1) The shape/location hypothesis is completely rejected because one or two points are misplaced, such situation is documented in Fig. 1; or 2 ) the hypothesis is accepted even though one or two points are misplaced. If all the points were to generate an equal amount of variation, then all the percentages u i were approximately 100=n, n being the number of object points. However, since outliers may be present, larger variation may be associated with some points { the outliers. A point is considered to be an outlier if the percentage of variance generated by its position in any of the parameters b j of the model is more than 4 greater than the average amount of variation. If several outliers are present, the variance is distributed among them and (perhaps) the well placed points. As a result, it is di cult to identify outliers if more than a few occur simultaneously. Once such misplaced points are detected, they must be moved to a new position that can be inferred from the alignment of the rest of the shape instance with the average shape.
Final point adjustment Some of the shape model points may have been declared outliers in the previous step. Consequently, their position may have been adjusted solely considering the average shape appearance and not considering the image data. Therefore, they must be subject to the position optimization step to better correspond with the image data.
Final outlier removal Resulting from the previous steps, or newly introduced during the nal point adjustment, outliers may remain present in the shape model. Following the same outlier detection procedure as applied in the rst outlier removal step, the outliers are identi ed and removed, no adjustment is attempted in this nal step of model tting. Training image sets served for construction of shape models, and the method's performance was quantitatively assessed in separate testing image sets. First, the PDM approach was trained in 8 images and tested in 19 MR brain images. Ten neuroanatomic structures were successfully segmented and interpreted in all images from the test set. Fig. 2 shows the observer-traced and computer-detected contours together with the intermediate results. In the test set, the neuroanatomic structures were identi ed with the labeling error of 7 3%, and the average border positioning error was 0:8 0:1 pixels. The automatically-determined borders of the ten neuroanatomic structures exhibit a high level of accuracy and substantial speedup when compared to a previously reported genetic image interpretation approach 8]. Second, the PDM approach was employed in identi cation of two car classes (left-right and right-left orientation) in perspective images of street scenes. After training in 10 images, our approach correctly detected the cars present in 400 images from the test set. Fig. 3 shows an example of the computer-detected contours for the two car models. Note that, although the model was trained only on sedans, it was also able to accurately detect a hatchback car (except for the one contour point with an opposite convexity). Also note the good detection of the occluded cars in the background. As a matter of fact, all cars exhibiting less than 40% occlusion were successfully detected. The car segmentation results represent a substantial improvement over a recently published study 5].
Discussion
We expect further improvement of the method's performance by incorporating better structure positioning information. At this moment, no explicit statistical information is used concerning the relative positions of the objects. The only constraint that is enforced after each step is that no two objects overlap that belong to the same multi-object model. In case of object overlap, the faulting objects have to be grouped together. If an object is misplaced but does not overlap with another object, the hypothesis is accepted and a wrong detection may occur. While we did not experience such a behavior, the possibility remains present. Furthermore, no statistical information is used concerning the model points variation. Incorporation of such information may be useful for the outlier detection procedure.
Conclusion
A new fully automated segmentation and interpretation method has been presented. The method was utilized to identify 10 neuroanatomic structures in individual MR images and 2 car classes (left-right and right-left oriented) in perspective images of moving cars. In all cases, the method was independently trained and tested in separate images sets. The method correctly segmented and interpreted images from the two very dissimilar application areas.
